
EXPERIENCES



WELCOME TO 
SIX SENSES FI J I

Six Senses Fiji is found on one of the most 
dramatically beautiful isles in Fiji and 

encompasses an expansive and beautiful bay 
surrounded by lush, native vegetation and 

highlighted by a spectacular white sandy beach.  

The resort is designed to awaken your senses by 
stimulating your mind and refreshing your body. 
Whether you want to stay active or take time out 

to relax, you’ll find the perfect out-of-the-
ordinary experience to suit you.



HAURAKI 
ADVENTURES

Providing watersports, fishing, 
sailing and excursions Hauraki are 

our onsite watersports operator 
that promise to offer you an 

unforgettable experience, whatever 
you choose to do. 

SUBSURFACE
FIJ I

Subsurface take you 
to another world full of vivid 
turquoise waters, beautiful 

corals, and an amazing 
variety of colorful tropical 
fish.  Choose a fun dive or 

complete your PADI 
certification on site and 

become a pro.  Whatever you 
decide you will be stunned by 
what lays beneath the water.



REEF SNORKEL
Explore the vibrant, flourishing marine life that 
the Mamanucas has to offer. Observe schools of 
fish and beautiful gardens of coral reef at various 
snorkeling locations near the resort.

REEF CONSERVATION
Located within Six Senses Fiji’s private bay is a 
Reef Development Project.  Participate in 
seminars and coral expansion programs to learn 
more about the project.
* Includes light refreshments.

MANA SANDBANK PICNIC
Enjoy the flavors of Fiji surrounded by 
turquoise water and soft white sand. Let us 
provide you with all the necessary pieces of a 
picture perfect picnic.
*Includes picnic lunch.

MALOLO SANDBANK
Just minutes from the resort, dig your toes into 
golden sands and dip into warm waters, 
surrounded by bustling marine life.



HAND-LINE
World class fishing a stone's throw 
away!  Have some patience and 
entice the likes of bream, emperor, 
trevally and mackerel. 

SUNSET
Get hooked on while watching a 
stunning, colorful sunset over 
the Mamanuca archipelago.



BIG GAME
Jump aboard M.V. Lunasea that 
boasts 20+ years experience hunting 
the Mamanucas for the likes of 
seasonal Yellowfin and Wahoo. 

Keen on a battle with a real giant? 
Big game fishing charters out to the 
depths of 1,500 to 2,000 meters in 
search of Marlin and Mahi Mahi are 
Lunasea's specialty.

POPPING/CASTING
Always fun the hunt for Giant Trevally 
along the reef will keep you 
entertained for hours. Enjoy beautiful 
scenery and a chance  at landing one 
of these tropical fish.



ISLAND HOPPING
Choose a route and discover the unique 

surrounding islands of Malolo on a 
relaxing day trip where you can 

explore pristine beaches and swim 
crystal clear waters. Stunning 

snorkeling spots await you as well as a 
delicious Six Senses picnic to keep you 

sustained throughout the day.
*Includes picnic lunch and soft drinks.

PRIVATE CHARTER
Fancy something slightly different? Enquire 
within to build your perfect adventure. We 

will tailor-create an out-of-the-ordinary 
experience that fulfills your wishes.

*Advance booking required. Please allow 
time to create a masterpiece. Subject to 

availability.



MODRIKI ISLAND
Visit this beautifully pristine 

environment to experience a true 
deserted island. Home of the movie 

"Cast Away" starring Tom Hanks and 
Wilson.

MALAMALA BEACH CLUB
Celebrity inspired cocktails, deliciously 

crafted food, beautifully stunning scenery 
and chilled vibes … need we say more?

*Terms and Conditions apply



CLOUD 9
Enjoy an ice cold beverage upon 

a floating bar in the middle of 
the South Pacific. Take in 360 

ocean views and a gorgeous sea 
breeze as you sit back with a 

pizza and a cocktail.

TUBE RIDING & MORE
Love the rush of effortlessly 
skimming across the water? Choose 
from a range of inflatable options 
and spend a thrilling afternoon 
feeling the wind in your hair and 
the sea spray in your face. 



SUNSET CRUISE
Enjoy a relaxing twilight sail with the 
glorious sunset sinking into the Pacific 
Ocean. Refreshments and the sound of 

wonderful Fijian acoustic music 
accompany you on the journey home.

SANDBANK SAIL AND PICNIC
Spend the afternoon on the glistening water 
as you sail around the Mamanuca islands.  

Stop off for a delicious sandbank picnic 
where you can enjoy a golden sand beach, 

inviting crystal waters and calming 
surrounds.



MAMANUCA ISLAND CRUISE
A short and sweet visual treat. Enjoy 
the views of the stunning Mamanuca

archipelago and stop off mid way 
through your trip for a look at the 

active underwater world.

JET SKI SAFARI
Whether you want to zoom around the 
islands or take your time on an exciting 
tour, an afternoon on a jet ski ensures 

an experience to remember.



LOCAL VILLAGE VISIT
Get in touch with the 

surrounding culture and 
immerse yourself in the local 

traditions, activities and beauty 
that make up this wonderful 

country.



HOBIE CAT HIRE
Set sail in your very own catamaran 
and explore the surrounds of Malolo 
Island at leisure.

KITEBOARDING
Revel in the sensation of flying 
through the waves … an experience 
not to be missed.



KAYAKS
Available in single or double 

for an afternoon of fun.

SNORKEL GEAR
Enjoy your own snorkel set for 

the duration of your stay.

WIND-SURF GEAR
Go wherever the wind takes 

you for a thrilling ride.



SNORKELING FJD / DURATION

Reef Snorkel 75 2 hours
Reef Conservation 66 2 hours
Mana Sandbank Picnic 150 2.5 hours
Malolo Sandbank 50 2 hours

FISHING FJD / DURATION

Hand-line 78          2.5 hours
Popping/Casting 224         2.5 hours
Sunset 182          2 hours
Big Game POA

SUBSURFACE FIJI

All prices available on request.
Please make your booking with 
Hauraki Adventures.



EXCURSIONS FJD / DURATION

Island Hopping 253        7 hours
Private Charter POA       
Modriki Island 175        4 hours
Malamala Beach Club 98         4 hours
Tube Riding & More 90         15 minutes
Cloud 9 Transport 50         2 hours

Sandbank Sail and Picnic 165        5 hours
Sunset Cruise 150        2 hours
Jet Ski Safari POA        
Mamanuca Island Cruise 118        3 hours
Local Village Visit 56        2.5 hours
Kiteboarding 90        1 hour

295        Full Day
Hobie Cat Hire 30        30 minutes

55        1 hourPrices are in FJD and are inclusive of 25 percent government taxes.
Please note that some activities are seasonal or weather dependent.
A minimum spend of FJD 50 is required at Malamala Beach club.



SURF ACADEMY
BY TROPICSURF

With world class reef breaks just a short 
boat ride away, Six Senses Fiji offers a 
breathtaking surf experience for every 
guest. For those looking to start a new 

hobby Tropicsurf provide all the 
knowledge and skills necessary to turn 
you into a pro in no time.  And for the 

experienced surfers Tropicsurf will take 
you to ride the wave of your life.



TICKET TO RIDE
Transfer to outer reefs with an 
expert guide.
Conditions dependent.

OCEAN TRANSITION
Assisted green wave surfing on 
an outer reef. 
Conditions dependent.

PRIVATE GUIDING
Private coaching with a 
luxury speedboat.



STAND UP PADDLE 
BOARDING

A fun and relaxing way to get active 
in the water, stand up paddle 

boarding requires minimal effort. 
Explore breathtaking views while 
basking in the sun or watch as the 
stars come out when you paddle 

board at dusk.

RIDE CLINIC
A personalized theory coaching 
program to add to your practical 

excursions.  Learn more about the 
waves and techniques that suit your 

style.



SURF ACADEMY BY TROPICSURF

EQUIPMENT FJD / Duration
Firewires for Excursions 125         4 hours

185         1 day
Stand Up Paddle Board FOC      2 hours

125         1 day

LESSONS
Lagoon Beginner Lesson 235        1 hour
Stand Up Paddle Lesson 235        1 hour

EXCURSIONS
Ticket to Ride 320      3 hours
Ocean Transition 500      3 hours
Night SUP 235      1 hour
Private Guiding 4,500     10 hours
Ride Clinic 125      per day 

(supplement charge)
Prices are in FJD and are inclusive of 25 percent government taxes.



THE CULTURE CLUB

Learn a little about the beautifully rich 
culture of your destination and of the 

friendly hosts that serve you with a big 
bula smile!



FIJIAN SPEAKING CLASS
Learn the basics of Fijian language 

with one of our hosts, then feel free to 
chat in Fijian with our hosts to 

practice your new skills. 

FIJIAN CULTURAL EVENING
Join us as we unearth the lovo (Fijian 
feast) and are entertained with a 
traditional meke (Fijian style) 
performance.  Afterwards join the 
boys around the kava (pepper plant 
root) bowl to taste the yaqona (kava 
drink) and listen to cultural tales.



TREKKING AND 
ADVENTURE

Allow us to show you the wonders of 
Fiji from hill top views to local, bustling 
markets. Whether it be on foot or from 
the air, we promise an awe inspiring 

experience.



NADI LOCAL MARKET
Taste fresh fruits and vegetables, touch 
Fijian textiles and smell the inviting 
aroma of herbs and spices as you make 
your way through the bustling market.

SIGATOKA RIVER SAFARI
Enjoy a 17km scenic cruise into the Sigatoka Valley 
and see first-hand the natural beauty of the river and 
its surroundings. Learn some history of the region 
and look out for the underwater life in the river on 
your way to visit a Fijian village. 



HILL TOP TRAIL
Trek to the bunker on the island 

where you will be rewarded with a 
360 panoramic of the island as well 

as dramatic views of the surrounding 
reefs and surf breaks. 

SABETO HOT SPRINGS AND MUD 
BATH

The therapeutic mud pool of Sabeto is the 
ideal remedy for self-cleansing or naturally 
beautifying yourself. Three pools are set in 
lush natural surroundings where you can 

have fun applying rejuvenating mud 
generously on yourself and your friends!



SKYDIVING
Step out of your comfort zone quite 
literally as you jump out of a plane 

and float to the land below. 
Check out the view as you free-fall for 

up to 70 seconds before your 
parachute takes over and you float 

through the air above the crystal-clear 
ocean waters that surround our home.

HELICOPTER SCENIC 
FLIGHTS

Sometimes you need to rise above 
it all, and what better way to 

experience all the colors of our 
amazing ocean location than a 

sight-seeing flight?  Explore the 
beauty of the Mamanucas from 

the air.



EXCITEMENT SEEKERS

Whether you’re looking for a real sport 
or simply would like to be active under 

the sun, you can have it all with our 
selection of beach games and activities.



BILIBILI RAFT MAKING
Learn the ultimate art of survival. If 

you want to travel on water the 
traditional Fijian way this session 

teaches you to build a simple bamboo 
raft which is still a common mode of 

transport on Fijian rivers today. 

CINEMA UNDER THE STARS
KaloKalo Cinema keeps the family together 

and entertained with movies under a blanket of 
stars. Grab a gourmet pizza from TeiTei, some 
complimentary homemade ice cream and get 

comfy in the surrounds of The Garden to enjoy 
a classic movie with your gang.



BEACH TOUCH RUGBY, VOLLEYBALL AND 
PÉTANQUE
Whether you’re looking for a real sport or simply would 
like to be active under the sun, you can have it all with our 
selection of beach games.  Relax and take it easy with a 
game of pétanque or speed up the action with some touch 
or volleyball.  Whichever activity you choose, you’ll be 
sure to have a laugh with your team.

TENNIS
Fancy being the next Roger Federer? Or 

maybe the next Serena Williams? Test your 
volley and back hand on our tennis count 

and you’ll be a pro in no time. Keep it 
casual and light hearted or team up for a 

competitive game of doubles.   



FUN FOR THE TUMMY

Test your skills in the kitchen and let 
our experienced food and beverage team 
teach you some new tricks too.  Savory 
delights and of course not forgetting the 
sweet tooth’s, we will show you how to 

add a little Six Senses flair to your 
dishes.



PIZZA FROM SCRATCH
Learn how real pizza is made … from 
classic pizza doughs to sauce 
Napolitano! Finish with your favorite 
toppings and pop in the stone bake 
oven before you devour your 
creation.

PASTA MASTERCLASS
Join one of our talented chefs in 
an adventure to find the perfect 
fresh pasta recipe! Learn classic 
methods with a taste of the 
pacific. 



SWEETS OF SIX SENSES
Let us show you how to 
satisfy those sweet tooth 

cravings in a healthier manner 
by substituting sugar, 

processed flour, and other 
additives with natural 

sweeteners and gluten free 
flours.

MACAROON MASTERCLASS
Take this challenge head on! Even the 

most skilled pastry chefs can forget the 
finesse involved in mastering these 

temperamental tasty treats.



SUPERB SOUFFLÉS
The skill level required to 
produce a perfect soufflé is that 
of an experienced chef. Let our 
pastry chef show you the tricks of 
the trade with a detailed step by 
step guide on how to become a 
pro.

MIXOLOGY STARTER 
CLASS
We strive to create drinks that are 
healthy and refreshing, using 
local and natural ingredients that 
ignite taste buds. Discover the 
fine art of creating a spectacular, 
healthy mixer that you can easily 
prepare at home.  



GLOBAL SENSIBILITY

We act responsibly to measure and 
minimize our carbon footprint and 

impact on the environment, all through 
active management of energy, water, 
waste, biodiversity, purchasing and 
chemicals usage. By giving Mother 

Nature a major say in everything we do, 
we protect the long-term future of our 

business



BEACH CLEAN UP
We encourage guests and hosts alike 

to preserve the gift of nature by 
keeping our beach clean. 

Maintaining a pristine beach means 
we also provide a healthy and happy 

habitat for our underwater friends.

CORAL 
PLANTING

Join the action to 
protect coral reefs 

and help revive 
fish stocks and reef 

health. Coral 
restoration work is 
a strong reminder 
that the future of 
our coral reefs is 

literally in our 
hands.



HEART OF HOUSE TOUR
Did you know that we have a garden 

in the heart of our resort where we 
grow fresh vegetables and fruits for 

use in our restaurants? Meet our 
Heart of House team who will share 

some interesting details about our 
sustainable practices and show you 

all that happens in the background to 
keep the resort eco-friendly.  

UNDERWATER CLEANUP
You’ve seen the beauty of our underwater 
world through snorkeling; now you can make 
use of this experience to help keep it clean 
as well.  Join a small group to make a big 
difference in our waters.



RESERVATIONS / FURTHER 
INQUIRIES

Six Senses Fiji
Malolo Island, Fiji

reservations-fiji@sixsenses.com
T +679 666 5028

sixsenses.com


